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Abstract

To design short-term security based applications, there is an essential need of high-
performance, low cost and area-efficient VLSI implementation of lightweight ciphers.
Achieving secure high-performance implementations for constrained applications such as
implantable and wearable medical devices are a priority in efficient block ciphers. However,
security of these algorithms is not guaranteed in the presence of malicious and natural
faults. The use of appropriate fault detection schemes for the encryption /decryption  makes
it robust to internal defects and fault attacks. A new lightweight block cipher Midori, has
been proposed that optimizes the energy consumption besides having low latency and
hardware complexity. In block cipher Midorian interleaved parity generation scheme for
fault detection of and detection is introduced. By using this technique we can detect multi
bit errors.

I. Introduction

With the introduction of the computer, the need of
automated tools for protecting files and other
information stored on the computer became
mandatory. The major change that affected security is
the introduction of distributed systems and the use of
networks and communications facilities for carrying
data between terminal user and computer. Encryption
is fundamental to computer security.

A. Cryptography

Cryptography is a science that applies complex
mathematics and logic to design strong encryption
methods. When a message is sent using cryptography,
it is changed (or encrypted) before it is sent. The
method of changing text is called a "code" or, more
precisely, a "cipher". The changed text is called
"cipher text". The change makes the message hard to
read. Someone who wants to read it must change it

back (or decrypt it). A key is a piece of information
(a parameter) that determines the functional output of
a cryptographic algorithm. Cryptography is used to
achieve the following goals: Confidentiality ,Data
integrity, Authentication.

B. Lighweight Cryptography

Lightweight cryptography plays an essential role for
achieving high security with low area and low energy
consumption in many sensitive applications such as
secure embedded systems, wireless Nano sensors,
radio-frequency identification (RFID) tags, and
implantable and wearable medical devices. Recently, a
new lightweight block cipher, Midori, has been
proposed that optimizes the energy consumption
besides having low latency and hardware complexity.
Midori provides acceptable security level with optimal
energy consumption .
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C. Need for fault detection

A unique characteristic of th cryptographic circuits is
their very high sensitivity to faults. Even a single data
bit fault in an encryption or decryption circuit will, in
most cases, spread quickly and result in a totally
scrambled output (an almost random pattern). There is,
therefore, a need to prevent such faults.The existing
system is advanced encryption standard(AES). The
fault detection scheme used in aes is parity checking.
Here Interleaved parity generation scheme is used to
detect faults. By using this scheme, it is possible to to
detect multi bit errors in the data. But it is not possible
with the parity check.

II. Preliminaries

A . AES

The Advanced Encryption Standard, or AES, is a
symmetric block cipher chosen by the U.S.

government to protect classified information and is
implemented in software and hardware throughout the
world to encrypt sensitive data. AES is a variant of
Rijndael which has a fixed block size of 128 bits, and
a key size of 128, 192, or 256 bits.

B . AES algorithm

1. Key Expansions—round keys are derived from
the cipher key using Rijndael'skey schedule. AES
requires a separate 128-bit round key block for each
round plus one more.

2. Initial Round

Fig1: AES structure

AddRoundKey—each byte of the state is combined with a block of the round key using bitwise xor.

3. Rounds

 Sub Bytes—a non-linear substitution step
where each byte is replaced with another according
to a lookup table.

 Shift Rows—a transposition step where the
last three rows of the state are shifted cyclically a
certain number of steps.
 MixColumns—a mixing operation which
operates on the columns of the state, combining the
four bytes in each column.
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4. Final Round (no MixColumns).

D . AES fault detection

The faults that accidently or maliciously occur in the
hardware implementations of the Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES) may cause erroneous
encrypted/decrypted output. The use of appropriate
fault detection schemes for the AES makes it robust to
internal defects and fault attacks. In AES fault
detection is done by parity check as shown below.

Consider a Message - 1011

the parity check is shown below

1 EXOR 0 = 1 1 EXOR 1 = 0 0 EXOR 1 =
1

and the parity check for the Corrupted message –
1101 is

1 EXOR 1 = 0 0 EXOR 0 = 0 0
EXOR 1 = 1

Here the two outputs are same,cannot detect the multi
bit errors in AES.

III. Block cipher midori and proposed
error detection scheme

proposed system is block cipher Midori .it is a
symmetric key cipher which occupies less area and
also consumes less power.Midori consists of two parts,
i.e., data processing and key scheduling modules. The
plaintext input and the cipher text output, which are 64
bits or 128 bits in width, are divided into 4-bit and 8-
bit cells, respectively. Two variants of Midori,
Midori64 and Midori128, are a 64-bit block cipher and
a 128-bit block cipher with the same key length of 128
bits corresponding to 16 and 20 number of rounds,
respectively. Block cipher midori block digram shown
below:

The input is a single 128 bit block both for decryption
and encryption and is known as the in matrix. This
block is copied into a state array which is modified at
each stage of the algorithm and then copied to an
output matrix. A plain text is combined with the secret
key as the input to the multiplexer. Input and key are
combined by exor operation.A feedback signal is also
given as the input to the mux. The time delay between
two signals are reduced by mux.it is known as block
compensation. The output of the mux is stored in a
register temporarily.

A .inner workings of a round

The algorithm begins with an add round key stage
followed by 9 rounds of four stages and a tenth round
of three stages. This applies for both encryption and
decryption with the exception that each stage of a

round the decryption algorithm is the inverse of its
counterpart in the encryption algorithm.

The four stages are as follows:  Substitute bytes, Shift
rows , Mix columns, Add round key.

B. Fault detection scheme for block cipher midori

In our proposed system Interleaved parity generation
is used forfault detection. It also helps to reduces
transport error. It is method of error monitoring and in
each block error is detected.

C. Interleaved parity generation

This scheme is used to detect multibit errors. A Simple
example showing the operation of interleaved parity
generation scheme is shown below:
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Consider a message 1011. Then divide the total bits in
message into two as shown below

Even parity – 11 and Odd parity – 01

Then do parity checking as shown below

1 EXOR 1 - 0              0 EXOR 1 –1

Now consider the Corrupted message be1101. Then
divide message bits into two.

Odd parity - 10and    even parity – 10 and the
corresponding parity check is

EXOR 1 – 1 1 EXOR 1 – 0

Here the Outputs of the parity check are different.so
error is detected.

D . Advantages

 It can able to detect multiple bit errors
 Less faults in encrypted cipher text data

 Reduce the hardware complexity

 Improve the secuirity and accuracy level

IV . Experimental Result

Encryption and decryption output: Fault detection output:

Area analysis : Time analysis:
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Conclusion

This paper proposed anfault diagnosis scheme for the
energy-efficient lightweight block cipher Midori.
Programs are developed for encryption of a plain text.
encryption and decyption of the plain text are analysed
by simulation in Modelsim. It is identified that by the
addition of fault in the encryption and decryption
process, Midori block cipher is able to detect the fault.
While comparing the area and time delay of the midori
block cipher and AES, it is understood that a block
cipher midori is more energy efficient and consumes
less power than existing system.

More reliable architectures for Midori are achieved
through the proposed detection schemes and they can
be tailored based on the objectives in terms of
reliability and overhead tolerance. The modification
that is going to include in the project in future is to
implement a fault correction technique using hamming
code for block cipher midori. The  proposed design
will be done on FPGA.
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